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"The wise know their weakness too well to assume infallibility; and he who
knows most, knows best how little he knows.” —Thomas Jefferson

SOMETIMES HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
It is said that history repeats itself. But at times things go underground and you just don't get it.
The “Civil War” was actually about creating an economic slave force for the Zionist faction.
The United States is still under “martial rule” from that noted police action. 1 And, as history
repeats itself, see how force of a military makes for a good economic slave force....
• “During the 2nd millennium BC, Ancient Egyptian texts use the term Canaan to
refer to an Egyptian-ruled colony, whose boundaries generally corroborate the
definition of Canaan found in the Hebrew Bible.” ~Wiki thoughts
• “The imposition of Egyptian imperialism provided a relatively stable economic
environment that was conducive to elite control over international trade in Late Bronze
Age Canaan..... The subsequent withdrawal of Egyptian troops and administrative
personnel during the second half of the twelfth century B.C.E. created a political and
economic vacuum ripe for the ethnogenesis of new ethnic identities and ideologies.
Among the groups that eventually emerged from the ruins of the Late Bronze Age
world were the Israelites.” ~Biblical Peoples and Ethnicity, Ann E. Killebrew
So, a question: How's this imperialistic slave colony called “America” working out for you?
Henry Ford thought that you just don't care, or you're not as smart as your slave masters....
• “If the Jew is in control, is it because of his superior ability, or is it because of the
inferiority and don't-care attitude of the Gentiles?” ~Henry Ford, The International Jew
Henry Ford was right on all points....
But the point that is most important is that since
1200 B.C.E. ( for 3200 years) there seems to be a
problem coming from a place called “Zion”. See
more on Page 2 in regard to the “Zionists”.
You see, your existence is THEIR enterprise.
 For more information on the hidden
slavery of the Zionists, please see this
information on Human Resources :
• www.pacalliance.us/hr
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See how this secret force operates and its cure in The Red Amendment : www.redamendment.net
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JEWS AND BIBLICAL ISRAELITES NOT EQUAL
There are four terms that are thrown around that most people believe are equal, which are:
Jews, Israelites, Hebrews, and Zionists. These terms do not relate to the same people.

JUDAISM EXAMINED
WHAT MAINSTREAM SAYS JUDAISM IS....
What is Judaism?
Judaism is one of the oldest religions still existing today. It began as the religion of the small nation of
the Hebrews, and through thousands of years of suffering, persecution, dispersion, and occasional
victory, has continued to be a profoundly influential religion and culture. Today, 14 million people
identify themselves as Jewish. Modern Judaism is a complex phenomenon that incorporates both a
nation and a religion, and often combines strict adherence to ritual laws with a more liberal attitude
towards religious belief. Follow a link below to learn more about Judaism. ~religionfacts.com

They say “Modern Judaism is a complex phenomenon”. Right. It is Pharisiasm, or Talmudism.
WHAT TRUTH SAYS JUDAISM IS....
By Benjamin Freedman, 2 former “Zionist” operative and “Jewish” defector:
Christians today are also becoming more and more alerted day by day why the so-called or self-styled
“Jews” throughout the world for three centuries have spent uncounted sums of money to manufacture
the fiction that the “Judeans” in the time of Jesus were “Jews” rather than “Judeans”, and that “Jesus
was a Jew”. Christians are becoming more and more aware day by day of all the economic and political
advantages accruing to the so-called or self-styled “Jews” as a direct result of their success in making
Christians believe that “Jesus was a Jew” in the “secondary meaning” they have created for the 18th
century word “Jew”. The so-called or self-styled “Jews” throughout the world today represent
themselves to Christians as “Jews” only in the “secondary meaning” of the word “Jew”. They seek to
thereby prove their kinship with Jesus. They emphasize this fiction to Christians constantly. That fable
is fast fading and losing its former grip upon the imaginations of Christians.
To allege that “Jesus was a Jew” in the sense that during His lifetime Jesus professed and practiced the
form of religious worship known and practiced under the modern name of “Judaism” is false and fiction
of the most blasphemous nature. If to be a so-called or self-styled “Jew” then or now the practice of
“Judaism” was a requirement then Jesus certainly was not a so-called “Jew”. Jesus abhorred and
denounced the form of religious worship practiced in Judea in His lifetime and which is known and
practiced today under its new name “Judaism”. (emphasis added) That religious belief was then known
as “Pharisiasm”. The Christian clergy learned that in their theological seminary days but they have
never made any attempt to make that clear to Christians.
The eminent Rabbi Louis Finkelstein, the head of The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, often
referred to as “The Vatican of Judaism”, in his Foreword to his First Edition of his world-famous
classic “The Pharisees, The Sociological Background of Their Faith”, on page XXI states:
“...Judaism...Pharisiasm became Talmudism, Talmudism became Medieval Rabbinism, and Medieval Rabbinism
became Modern Rabbinism. But throughout these changes in name... the spirit of the ancient Pharisees
survives, unaltered... From Palestine to Babylonia; from Babylonia to North Africa, Italy, Spain, France and
Germany; from these to Poland, Russia, and eastern Europe generally, ancientharisaism has wandered. “

The celebrated Rabbi Finkelstein in his great classic quoted from above traces the origin of the form of
religious worship practiced today under the present name “Judaism”, to its origin as “Pharisaism” in
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Judea in the time of Jesus. Rabbi Louis Finkelstein confirms what the eminent Rabbi Adolph Moses
states in his great classic “Yahvism, and Other Discourses”, in collaboration with the celebrated Rabbi
H.G. Enlow, published in 1903 by the Louisville Section of the Council of Jewish Women, in which
Rabbi Adolph Moses, on page 1, states:
“Among the innumerable misfortunes which have befallen...the most fatal in its consequences is the name
Judaism...Worse still, the Jews themselves, who have gradually come to call their religion Judaism...Yet,
neither in biblical nor post-biblical, neither in Talmudic, nor in much later times, is the term Judaism ever
heard...the Bible speaks of the religion...as “Torah Yahve“, the instruction, or the moral law revealed by
Yahve...in other places...as “Yirath Yahve”, the fear and reverence of Yahve. These and other appellations
CONTINUED FOR MANY AGES TO STAND FOR THE RELIGION...To distinguish it from Christianity and Islam,
the Jewish philosophers sometimes designate it as the faith or belief of the Jews...IT WAS FLAVIUS
JOSEPHUS, WRITING FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF GREEKS AND ROMANS, WHO COINED THE TERM JUDAISM,
in order to pit it against Hellenism...by Hellenism was understood the civilization, comprising language,
poetry, religion, art, science, manners, customs, institutions, which...had spread from Greece, its original
home, over vast regions of Europe, Asia and Africa...The Christians eagerly seized upon the name...the Jews
themselves, who intensely detested the traitor Josephus, refrained from reading his works...HENCE THE
TERM JUDAISM COINED BY JOSEPHUS REMAINED ABSOLUTELY UN- KNOWN TO THEM...IT WAS ONLY IN
COMPARATIVELY RECENT TIMES, AFTER THE JEWS BECAME FAMILIAR WITH MODERN CHRISTIAN
LITERATURE, THAT THEY BEGAN TO NAME THEIR RELIGION JUDAISM.” (emphasis supplied).

This statement by the world's two leading authorities on this subject clearly establishes beyond any
question or any doubt that so-called “Judaism” was not the name of any form of religious worship
practiced in Judea in the time of Jesus. The Flavius Josephus referred to in the above quotation lived in
the 1st century. It was he who coined the word “Judaism” in the 1st century explicitly for the purpose
recited clearly above. Religious worship known and practiced today under the name of “Judaism” by
so-called or self-styled “Jews” throughout the world was known and practiced in Judea in the time of
Jesus under the name “Pharisaism” according to Rabbi Louis Finkelstein, head of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, and all the other most competent and qualified recognized
authorities on the subject. The form of religious worship known as “Pharisaism” in Judea in the time of
Jesus was a religious practice based exclusively upon the Talmud. The Talmud in the time of Jesus was
the Magna Charta, the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights, ALL
ROLLED INTO ONE, of those who practiced “Pharisaism”.
The Talmud today occupies the same relative position with respect to those who profess “Judaism”.
The Talmud today virtually exercises totalitarian dictatorship over the lives of so-called or self-styled
“Jews” whether they are aware of that fact or not. Their spiritual leaders make no attempt to conceal the
control they exercise over the lives of so-called or self-styled “Jews”. They extend their authority far
beyond the legitimate limits of spiritual matters. Their authority has no equal outside religion. | END |
AS THE BIBLE DESCRIBES JUDAISM....
REVELATIONS 2:9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the
blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the Synagogue of Satan. 3:9 Behold, I
will make them of the Synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I
will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. 12:9 And the
great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole
world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The likes of the Synagogue of Satan is Zionism. It is a plot controlled by Talmudism. It is of
purpose to control international commerce. Its main tenet is to turn peoples and their lands into
resources for THEIR profit. As you can see, the United States uses military force to accomplish
this for the world under the Pharaohs (i.e., Rulers) of this neoEgyptian imperialism.
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